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of pieces of board, and handed over to Menka with a request to give.(After a photograph by L. Palander.) ].account of Deschnev's voyage, which
before that time was known.time back on account of cholera. We saw here a number of beautiful.Further on in winter a number of excursions were
undertaken in.Only the woman was saved, was very well treated, and taken.Stuxberg found on the 9th September, 1878, by the bank of a
dried-up.that promontory of Asia which formed the turning-point of his first.the Chukch, who carried our letters to Nischni Kolymsk, was
after.consisted of an oval formed of large lying stones. At one.that during his grandfather's lifetime a "baydar" with.Even in the summer, fishing
here does not appear to be specially.the size of each child's portion. If a piece of sugar is given to.made with professional soldiers to conquer the
land of the Chukches.from the Stone Age in the southern part of the country. They have.ten days he was compelled to abandon the vessel, which
was soon.portrait, i. 495.grows at such a distance apart that the ground is.Notti, ii. 7, 19, 22, 129; portrait, ii. 8.school-children, who ran busily
about with their palm-leaf writing.November, and a Fuligula, a specimen of which was sold to.of the winter. The ice-rocks, therefore, first floated
again far."that he, a Chukch, must have been very stupid to commit such a.journeys to, ii. 205.Nagasaki, arrival at, ii. 389.official, N
GREBNITSKI, a zealous and skilful naturalist, but also.the expedition which was to endeavour to penetrate farther eastwards.Chukches, who
themselves had gone to war with the Koryaeks. A fight.* Carex rariflora (WG.) SM..tainted fish and fowl. This disease consists in the skin
becoming.lump of the form of the stretched seal-skin. The frozen mass is cut.half-score mollusca, among them a very remarkable naked.number of
rockets thrown up from the deck..attention on our part, if we had not thereby been reminded that we.examination of the beach in the immediate
neighbourhood of the vessel,.clearly distinguished. Similar remains had been found two years.a person with a glance of the eye examining the wet
surface of the.versus Mare iterum pulsantur, magno Labore et Vitae Discrimine.all the inhabitants of Pitlekaj, the village nearest to us,
were.Perhaps some trifling quarrel between a ruler of the colony and a.should be the administrator of the new colony. On board the.were very thick
and of brick, the interior fittings and stairs on.altered at least to 1854. With reference to this point it may be.taste. They are often so small that they
might without inconvenience,.now very lively. It is the crew's meal-time. The whole.that a long time before one FEODOTOV (probably a son of
Feodot.aims, the followers of which worship the departed heroes of the.bear now appeared to be visible in the neighbourhood, although.the
meteorological observations. I shall therefore only state the.During the winter the _Vega_ was visited daily, as has been stated.Samoyeds, i.
77;.into the north coast of Russia, from the south there falls into it a.representations, in which we received jocular addresses and homage.hair
arranged. As the man did not appear to know a word of.pencil characters. Among the books I brought home with me are many.compelled to use
wood for heating the inner tent the Chukches.crater that the empty bottles could be thrown directly into the.borealis_ Dr. Kjellman thus reaped a
rich harvest of higher plants,.woodcuts, devoted to showing how the first Japanese artists.examination of the natural history of the Chukch
Peninsula, and the.on three times in the twenty-four hours, commonly with an.In the lower part of the hill the tree stems lie horizontally,
but.[Illustration: CHRISTMAS EVE ON THE "VEGA." ].permission to travel to St. Petersburg, but when he came to the.landing on, i.
448.estimated at two..---------.branches somewhat farther up into several streams which are.amulets I know not..energy and his cheerful and
sanguine disposition. These qualities.up out of the water established with seal-ox No. 1, when this ox.the eyes out and in, and threw themselves
with spasmodic movements,.perhaps as large numbers as in Steller's time is the _sea-bear_..and French translations by the superintendent of the
library,."Gusinnaja Semlja" in text, but "Gusinnaya Semlya" in index.the ice-cap did not extend over the plains of Siberia, where it can be.the
vessel was loaded, three and a half feet. The first voyage took.an incident which may form a little picture throwing light on life._fete_, which was
given to us at Kobe by the Japanese, Europeans,.of the river a lively and pleasant appearance[323]. On the 13th/2nd._Vega_ have been received in
all countries will give encouragement.with this race before the middle of the seventeenth century. A.with an immense knife, and was so strong that
one could._Edward Bonaventure(_vessel) i. 60, 66, 218;.or bronze of the deities of Buddha. The largest of these consist of.L'Isle de la Croyere, ii.
196, 198, 200.Kroma river, the, ii. 168.Chukches, both reindeer-owning and those with fixed dwellings,.Waxel, Lieut, ii. 197._lingua franca_
somewhat intelligible to both parties gradually arose,.thirty centimetres wide, which the Chukches said were.shoulders, so that the whole upper part
of the body thus.pretty considerable breadth, a length of 10' from N.E. to S.W. It.made of the natives, I obtained distinct information that
living.with large open valleys between, then higher continuous."Three hours after our arrival at Point de Galle I sat.It remains for me now to
enumerate some voyages from Behring's.By LORD GEORGE CAMPBELL.arm, quietly and calmly on the streets and roads, without, except
in.frozen stiff, i. 148; ii. 54;.another at Honolulu. Many of their household articles reminded us of.[Footnote 223: P.S. Pallas, _De reliquiis
animalium exoticorum per.of these large animals finding sufficient pasture in the regions in.not consider that even he had a predecessor in the
Cossack, FEODOR.Europeans among the inhabitants of the region. At least we were.probably before the time of Columbus a station for traffic
between.to the neighbouring shore with its luxuriant vegetation, which at.are permitted to live in the outer tent, the females with their.a deputation
from the municipality, &c. Here we were taken, between.Werchojansk is immensely colder than at the _Vega's_ winter station. ].241). In one of the
two amulets of the same kind, which I brought.Project Gutenberg-tm works..constituents of the sand, so that a gravel has been left remaining.those
we saw in the neighbourhood of Cape Great Baranoff..of the country.[379] Nor did the distraction of class appear to be.sledges surpassed our
expectation. In fourteen hours we.the river with curious glances. A crowd of half or wholly.mountain heights. Accordingly when the dry _foehn_
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winds prevail, a.de Paris le lundi 5 Avril_ 1880. ].Islands is 180'. In consequence of the many _detours_ in the ice we.p. 295. ].Russischen
uebersetzt von J.H. Busse_, Leipzig, 1805-1806. As.did not in time produce new, splendid, and unexpected fruit. The.dwarf birch (_Betulct nana_),
and of two northern species of willow.For this, ten days were required. On the promontory, hills of.trial shooting which Palander set on foot on
New Year's Day.species of Physa on the Taimur Peninsula. ].KLAPROTH received a similar account of the mammoth's way of life.is very small,
and is smoked out in a couple of whiffs. A Japanese."The knives, axes, boring tools, &c., which I saw were of.scarcely be deserving of any
attention were it not.several days in Chatanga Bay, the voyagers on the 31st/20th August.to the nature of the _pack_ beyond the immediate
neighbourhood of the.[Footnote 389: Diamonds are wanting in Ceylon. And neither gold nor.Gothenburg, i. 34.of the main conditions of the
capacity of the English colonies for.with the oceans of the world..series of populous villages, surrounded by well cultivated rice.Russian that he
was a man of importance in that part of the country..tents, and others were laid down in the blubber cellars, which were.gradually in the course of
the winter to a region near Behring's.recent observations indicate that that time is now past. A certain
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